What Is the AntiChrist?

Sitting On the Throne In Albany

_by Jim Robinson, Investigator_

If you had any sense, you would purchase _The Door to Sambucca_ so that you and your family could learn about the spiritual aspects of the last days as it is written in the hated King James Bible. You are a Laodician age where people do not care about one another, only their own blood, and they have been taught by Satan, the name given to the fallen angel Lucifer, to make everyone else your slave. In the _Soul-winner Issue 23_, I outlined the book of Revelation, but it is wanting. I have learned so much more from Jim, and the two philosophies are now coming together. You will fail to believe this because, once again this is the Laodician age and you are much too comfortable.

In the KJV Bible, the AntiChrist is defined as one of the trinity of Satan that mocks God’s trinity. He is the most powerful leader of the people, and he gets his power from Apollyon’s technology. He is a master of slaves, something the world ignores as it is hidden from them because of their pleasures.

The antichrist has boasted that he will rule the world, but God only will give him 7 years then he will be killed and thrown to the Lake of Fire. Yet, that prophecy may have been the result of a bounty against Jesus Christ, as may be much of the Bible. This philosophy of the bounty has not been proven, but it seems to make sense.

The one key to the leadership of the antichrist, which can be denoted by anyone who denies that Christ is the son of God and can save us from Hell (1 John 2:22) is porn on the internet. Just about any kind of porn jargon can be keyed into google and the result is the work of the antichrist being made popular especially to our younger generation. This is the Kingdom of Hell that causes murder and genocide. It is no wonder you have had shootings in LA and Texas. It is most likely the shooter was caught up in the internet porn. It’s free for anyone who wants it. Porn is no longer a billion dollar industry as Lucifer has mocked the business of porn (even among his own people). It is an art for its own sake.

The antichrist is going to rule from the penthouse in the Empire State Plaza tower, even though it is common for him to dwell among penthouses in the skyscrapers of Manhattan.

---

Troy’s Malloy

Retired Police Officer Exhorts Panther

_by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist_

In the _Guccie Times Issue 17_, p.2, there was an allegation against Officer Malloy, a retired cop from the Troy Police Department, whom we thought was involved with the Robinson conspiracy. It appears that Mr. Guccione has deemed that only to be a Panther lesson, and he has since omitted Officer Malloy from any illegal involvement or as being a subordinate to threats made by the mob on a cop. There are no other citations on the Troy Police at the current time, and Mr. Guccione says, “They have been let off the hook. But Murphy remains in the quad.”
Robinson to Get His .45 Smith and Wesson

*by Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist*

The cops do not want Jim to have his gun. They say he has to get it illegally because he’s Mafia. They say the general public of America would never sign a petition for President Trump and the Congress of the Untied States of America to grant Jim his .45, let alone his UZI. Ever since Judge Roger McDonough convicted Jim of a Weapons Possession charge because he brandished a imitation pistol in his attempts to show the sex slave Jezebel girl he loved her, Jim was thought to be a nobody who could never own a gun. They said he was too old for the martial arts, and boxing is not with the in crowd of young adults.

The Gucice Times feels that many bad cops misuse their gun to police sex-slave kingdoms, and Jim is the only one who can be trusted with the cop’s .45. Jim would not get a **Glock** because it is plastic, he would get his **Smith and Wesson**.

*We here at the Gucie Times support Jim’s .45, and we hope to convince the general public of the same. We understand that there are a handful of local cops who have made a conspiracy to kill Jim if he ever gets his gun, but hey are already known by Mr. Guccione and will be arrested immediately as soon as Jim gets into office. It is alleged that they work for Judge McDonough of the Albany County Court. [See Issue 30]*

Is Prostitution Legal? The History of Sex Trafficking in NYC

*by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist*

I have spent a great amount of time in NYC and I’ve never had problems with prostitutes—because I was never looking. But the sex industry in NYC is very much alive. It is the reason why a lot of men come there. New York is historically known for its prostitution.

There was a time when New York City was the prostitution capital of the **US**. But it is still illegal there, and the only place where **prostitution is legal** is in certain brothels of Nevada.

Some people wonder how hookers never catch diseases considering how they deal with men of all kinds. Well, in the first place there is a vast difference between a prostitute and a whore. The prostitute is usually the high-class version and she is only a masseuse. The whore is the ghetto girl that goes all the way. If a tycoon won’t settle for the prostitute they have to give him the whore, and the girls try to look out for each other. Sometimes they are betrayed by Judas. The sex society undergoes blood exams to check for diseases. Why would they want to spread anything in a pimp’s pride? He allegedly has his pride and his four queens, each representing one of his four serums. And that is how he brands them his girls. Jezebel carries his one serum. Or so he thinks. That’s the Lucifarian of it, but its really just a lie.
Are Cops Actually Middle-Middle Class?
Studies Suggest Cops Actually Own a Lot of Ghetto City Properties

By Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

A young girl recently wrote a letter to the Guccie Times saying, “My dad is a cop. He loves our family, and he is good to the community. Why does Jim come down so hard on cops all the time?”

The Guccie Times supports Mr. Guccione, but we also understand that there is a public opinion. Mr. Guccione says, “No, not all cops are bad. I believe the girl. But Jim is not to make friends with them, only business acquaintance.”

Most cops who own property try to serve the community, but there are a few bad apples in the basket who abuse their properties to raise up a slave kingdom. In conjunction with other wealthy property owners, they create an environment for the poor to delve in vices that get them hooked in the behavior of a slave. “It constitutes an underground where drugs, stripping and prostitution thrive,” says Robinson.

Undercover Pressures “Soulwinners”

by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist

We asked Robinson recently if he thought there was anything worse than a bad cop. He said, “Yes, an undercover bad cop.” It seems that the undercover has been harassing the soul winner—telling them that they are not allowed to distribute tracts nor give the plan of salvation.

Robinson has undercovers around him all the time. They are waiting for him to make a pass at the bar maids then they would arrest him for harassment. “It gets difficult at times,” he says. “I have to be careful what I do.”

A Brooklyn ghetto boy said, “I started a dog run for my soul winning. No one gets in my way. I find food and drink when I go, sometimes for free. I study in the marital arts, and I follow all of Jim’s UZI links. I never force the gospel on anyone. I just offer it. If they refuse, I just go on to the next person. I reached a point to where I really didn’t care about people who refused the gospel.”
Ciro’s Place In Menands, NY
Ghetto Strip Club Pollutes Community

By Cal Ferarri, Editor

It was not enough for the capital District to have a DiCarlo strip joint, the porn editors from Manhattan had to come here and further harass the people upstate small time with a Ciro which has adopted the style of a ghetto club. All this is really doing for us is teaching us how you do it in Brooklyn.

It is estimated by the Guccie Times that Jim Guccione will have a problem with this establishment. Precisely when we are not sure. He says, “They keep harassing Robison on the bus when he is studying to conquer the Shaolin on his handheld device.” When we asked him exactly how he was being harassed, he said, “The clothes they wear. How can a boey afford styled jeans with holes with leathern jackets and not have a car? He just rides the bus to kidnap Capital District ladies. It is never the ladies’ fault. Stop calling them whores. It is the nympho suburban bisexual males who are responsible for psychologically abusing the young ladies.”.

The Guccie Times is looking for some legal means to close the place down, but it seems they operate within the confines of the law. We are sure, however, that Judge McDonough of the Albany County Court would oversee any of these hearings and he would side with Ciro. That is because we allege that he was one of the Albany judges who let Elliot Spitzer get off scot-free when investigators allegedly discovered he was getting his girls from the DiCarlo’s Very Important Person Club.

Mr. Guccione says that although he doesn’t have much time for it, he is going to give Robinson some of what he is asking for.

Cinema Art Screen Becomes History
Troy’s Porn Industry Takes a Hit

by Dom Lopinto, Staff Journalist

Sometime about 10 years ago, a man by the name of James Robinson went street preaching one day. He yelled against the then Cinema Art store in downtown Troy which was known for its sado-masochist porn and widescreen set where nympho men went to see porn. Because of his preaching, the store was closed down, never to open again. It is now a byword and a hissing to the people of downtown Troy and its businesses. It was a great victory for Troy although it never really made it to the media because the Troy Record was angry about its boycott.

Every time Jim walks past that spot he is reminded of his victory. He says in retrospect, “I did that for my pastor and his family.”

It seems strange to the Guccie Times that although DiCarlo is making a mint, the girls are all wearing something. Cinema art was all porn. They were never able to reopen the cinema art. Isn’t the cinema art better for the male nymphs than DiCarlo? How come they can not open it back up or even start another one?